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If who you know often shapes the trajectory of your career success, then shouldn’t career development 
programs address the barriers that restrict young people of color’s ability to expand their social capital? 
That is the question that drives our work here at Social Capital Builders (SCB), and that is the question 
that we would like you to consider today. Over the course of the next six months, we will introduce a 
series of articles, seminars, and activities dedicated to helping educators, career developers, policy 
makers and advocates, understand the intersection of race, economic mobility, and social capital. We 
will better share information on how  a social capital framework can help mitigate the e�ects of institu-
tional racism on the employment and educational chances of low-income minority youth and young 
adults. 

To begin, we would like to provide a brief overview of social capital. Currently, there is no uniform de�ni-
tion of the term. Sociologists, archeologists, and other theorists use multiple frameworks and ideologies 
to capture its meaning. However, it is generally understood that social capital involves the relationships 
that people build with others. At SCB, we de�ne social capital as the value of an individual’s connections 
with people, organizations, and institutions. The value of a social capital connection is reciprocal by 
nature, with no clear distinction as to who is the giver and who is the receiver. In other words, social 
capital is a mutually bene�cial process that a�ords gains to each party involved. 

Sociologists refer to the combination of all relationships that an individual has as a “connection.” At SCB, 
in our work with over 2000 youth, we discovered that there are three primary connections from which 
young people generate social capital: familial connections, developmental connections, and social 
connections.  Familial connections are  the web of relationships that individuals have with a wide range 
of family members, friends, and their networks. Developmental connections are the combination of 
relationships that young people have with schools, teachers, programs, counselors, employers, and 
religious and civic institutions. Social connections are described as the pro-social relationships young 
people have with general members of the community.

SOCIAL CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT MODEL 

FAMILIAL CONNECTIONS

+Parents    +Uncles/Aunts
+Cousins   +Friends of Relatives

+Close Friends

DEVELOPMENTAL CONNECTIONS

+Schools    +Teachers    +Counselors
+Programs   +Employers

+Religious/Civic    +Sports/Activities

SOCIAL CONNECTIONS

+General Community Members
+Local Businesses  +Acquaintances

+Social Networks
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The connections young people have access to play a signi�cant role in determining which supports and 
career opportunities they we will receive. Therefore, one may summarize the relationship between 
connections, social capital, and economic mobility as follows: connections create bene�ts, bene�ts 
generate social capital, and social capital propels socio-economic mobility. 

Why Should You Care?
Non-black students from �nancially successful backgrounds often have 
access to connections that inherently increase their ability to engage in pro 
social opportunities and secure fruitful employment. In contrast, racial 
minorities from low-income backgrounds face several barriers that subs-
tantially limit their access to similar connections.  This places African Ameri-
can youth competing in the labor market at a substantial disadvantage in 
comparison to their White counterparts. Individuals from college-educa-

ted, wealthy backgrounds comprised of white-collar professionals often inherent advantageous 
connections from birth. These connections provide academic bene�ts, economic bene�ts, career bene-
�ts, and social bene�ts which ultimately produce social capital. 

How Have Race and Racism Impacted Social Capital?
Housing and Segregation: Racial isolation hinders the development of the social skills required to 
build healthy relationships with individuals of di�erent ethnicities and races. One study found that 
neighborhood segregation is associated with an increased desire to remain socially distant from indivi-
duals of a di�erent race/ethnicity. Thus, when White people reside in neighborhoods that are segrega-
ted from Black people, these individuals may be less likely to form relationships and connections with 
Black peers. This is troubling for several reasons; however, it is especially troubling when we consider 
how it impacts employment opportunities and future earnings. A 2019 CNBC news article reported that 
anywhere between 50% and 80% of job positions are �lled through networking. In other words, current 
employees refer friends, relatives, and social contacts to their employer. The employer in turn hires 
more than half of its new employees from this pool of references. 

The above hiring process yields vastly di�erent career results 
for White job candidates than it yields for Black job candida-
tes. Why? Because most employees in today’s highest 
earning career industries are White. 94% of individuals in the 
tech industry are either White or Asian; 85% of attorneys are 
White; 70% of scientists and engineers are White; 72% of 
healthcare professionals are White; 78% of individuals in the 
business and �nancial services industry are White; and 79% 
of individuals in the sales and marketing industry are White. 
If (1) Racial and housing segregation decrease the likelihood 
that individuals will form relationships with people from di�erent racial groups, and (2) as many as 85% 
job positions are �lled through internal employee referrals, and (3) most employees in high earning 
industries are White, then Black people are not amongst the pool of individuals who are likely to receive 
access to high earning job opportunities. 

Government policies, income inequality, discriminatory mortgage lending practices, and racial prejudi-
ces have increased residential segregation. Residential segregation has in turn increased the likelihood 
that individuals will have segregated friend groups and segregated social circles. Therefore, many 
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African Americans have been excluded from networks that spur 
economic mobility. This pattern of segregation and isolation has 
caused psychological/emotional consequences that substantia-
lly impact the way that African Americans and white individuals 
communicate with one another. It limits the development of 
compassionate understanding and prohibits the acquisition of 
social capital assets that both sides desperately need to thrive in 
an everchanging and uncertain world. Workforce development 
policy makers and funders must make social captial literacy and 
development a key component of the nation’s workforce deve-
lopment system. The next article in our Social Capital and Race 
series will examine hidden implications when workforce and 
youth development policies overlook the familial social capital 
assets of Black and Hispanic youth in the economic opportunity 
equation.  

Professional development programs must keep these communi-
cation barriers in mind when creating networking events inten-
ded to foster relationships between employers and racial minori-
ties. The next article in our “Social Capital and Diversity” series 
will examine the psychological and emotional factors that a�ect 

social capital in greater detail. Until then, we implore workforce development programs and educators 
to use the social capital framework to increase job prospects for minority youth. 

Stay tuned and stay connected.
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